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I have had the privilege of speaking with other youth pastors this weekend and I always
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want to tell them about one of my biggest regrets in ministry. My biggest regret in
ministry is that I spent valuable time working on messages instead of valuable time
hanging out with kids. I would consistently spend 8-12 hours working on messages
instead of recruiting leaders, hanging out with students and planning events. If you think
spending that much time on a sermon is a good use of your time, please read Why you
should care about preaching less. 

So how do you write and prepare good sermons in less time so you can get out of the
office and hang out with students?

Create Margin
There’s a chance that you are spending so much time working on your sermon because
you don’t really know what to say or what to talk about. The pressure to come up with
something becomes worse when a deadline is looming and Wednesday and Sunday
nights are going to hit you again next week if you survive this week. So what do you do?
You need to create margin, the time and space to allow you to get the pressure off so
you can get ahead of your schedule and prepare. Here are two key ways to do this…
-Bring in guest speakers for a month.
This will be a refresher for you and your students and it will connect other people to
support you and to see what God is doing in your ministry. Invite your senior pastor to
come speak or another youth pastor. Need ideas? Read 10 Places to look for guest
speakers
-Use Curriculum.
Curriculum is a great way to get a head of your calendar by giving you all the research
and notes you need so you can spend more time building relationships. We just added
a new series in our store if you are looking for quality content that is ready to go. Click
here.

Speak in Series
The hardest thing about writing a sermon is figuring out what to cut. If you don’t cut your
sermons run too long and don’t make the most sense so cutting is essential. With a
series you can pace yourself out and complete thoughts week after week. I found that
categories create clarity so you can write down a few key or core values, schedule them
out and preach on those over the course of one, two or four years. We use the core
values of our church for our preaching calendar and before that, I used this great book
by Andy Stanley (affiliate link). 

Use a Template
Every great speaker has a template. You may call it style or if you are charismatic, their
anointing but it really is just a template. A template i the skeleton of a sermon. I use
Andy Stanley’s Me, We, God, You, We. Not only does this help me write sermons
quicker but it has allowed me to become more creative in these elements and it has also
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helped me to memorize my sermons.

Manuscript
I write out every word of my sermon. My goal is to memorize my sermon so this is helpful
but I also have found it helpful and a time saver because I’m not sitting there trying to
mentally connect any dots. I just write everything down while I preach in my head. After I
read my notes a couple of times over I have edited and incidentally memorized my
sermon saving time.

Speak on one topic and one key verse
If you can’t give me your sermon in a few sentences or in one paragraph you do not
have a clear grasp on your message. Most of the time, that is not a result of a lack of
understanding but it is more of an issue of speaking too many sermons in one
message. Take the time to ask God for the clarity of what your audience needs to hear.
Connect that one Scripture to an idea or that idea to one scripture and preach off of
that. Most americans don’t even necessarily believe the Bible is true so using Scripture
to prove your point is not exactly the most effective method. Instead, use life and
historical examples to confirm the truth in Scripture. The point is, when you add multiple
scriptures you add more interpretations, illustrations and applications. Focus on one
and make it clear rather than chasing multiple rabbits and not catching any.

What have you done to cut your sermon prep time? Let me know in the comments.

Tim Walk is the high school pastor at Mount Paran

Church and best-selling author. You can follow him on twitter @walkthetim You can also
get his newest e-book all about becoming a better speaker for free
here  http://eepurl.com/voma1
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